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ABSTRACT

A halogen lamp and an acousto-optic tunable filter are used to construct a sinusoidal wavelength-scanning

interferometer with the scanning width of 210 nm. A linear wavelength-scanning withthe scanning width of 220

nm is utilized to determine amplitudes of three different interference signals produced from multiple-reflection

lights by front and rear surfaces of a thin film. Amplitudes of time-varying phases produced by a sinusoidal

wavelength-scanning and constant phases in the interference signals are estimated by minimizing a difference

between detected signals and theoretical ones. From the estimated values, the positions of the front and rear

surface of the thin film with a thickness of about 460 nm are measured with an error less than 4 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is required for the manufacturing process of devices such as semiconductors and liquid crystals displays that

profiles offront and rear surfaces and thickness distribution ofa thin film are measured with a high accuracy ofa

few nanometers. To achieve this three-dimensional measurement, Ivhite light interferometers and

wavelength-scanning interferometers have been developed. In white light interferometers, the positions of the

reflecting surfaces are determined by finding positions where the amplitude of the interference signal has a peak

by scanning the optica一 path difference (OPD) 【1】. In wavelength-scanning inter絶rometers, changes of the

interference signa一 according to the scanning of the wavelength are utilized for the thickness measurement. In the

case of linear wavelength-scanning, the positions of the reflecting surfaces are determined by the peaks of the

斤equency spectrum of the interference signal 【2]. When thickness of a film is very thin, the two peaks that

provide the positions of the two surfaces of the film become too close to distinguish the two peaks. Therefore,

this conventional idea of finding the peaks has a difficulty in measuring the positions of the t、vo ref一ecting

surfaces ofa thin film. The other idea to overcome this difficulty is to estimate unknowns which are related to

the two peaks by minimizing a difference between signals derived from the detected interference signal and

theoretical ones. This signal processing is called signal fitting. The idea of the signal fitting was applied to the

measurements reported in references 【3-6]. Signals derived from the detected interference signal were spectral

phase functions produced by an OPD-scanning in a white light interferometer [3] and by a linear

wavelength-scanning [4, 5]. Measurable thickness ofa thin film in these measurements is more than one micron.

A white light interferometer using a signal fitting achieved the measurable thickness of less than one micron [7].

In this paper we propose a different method using a sinusoidal wavelength-scanning [6] compared with the

methods in references 【4,5]. The unique points in the sinusoidal wavelength-scanning are that the interference

signal is a time-continuous signal and an exact wavelength-scanning with a larger scanning width is easily

performed. These points enable us to extend the measurable thickness of a thin film to less than one micron.
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Moreover a linear wavelength-scanning is also used to get initial values of the unknowns for the signal fitting.

Using the sinusoidal wavelength-scanning between about 550 nm and 750 nm and estimating the values of

unknowns contained in the interference signal, the positions of the front and rear surface of a thin film with a

thickness of about 460 nm are measured with an error less than 4 nm.

2. SINUSOIDAL WAVELENGTH-SCANNING INTERFEROMETER

Fig. 1　Sinusoidal lvavelength-scanning

interferometer for measuring thickness and

surface profiles ofa thin film.
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Fig. 2　Multiple reflections

by a thin film.

Figure 1 shows an interferometer for measuring thickness and surface profiles ofa thin film. The output light of

a ha一ogen (HG) lamp is collimated by lens LI and incident on an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF). The

wavelength of the first-order diffracted light from the AOTF is proportional to the frequency of the signal

applied to an acoustical transducer in the AOTF. Modulating the frequency of the applied signal sinusoidally, the

wavelength of the light from the AOTF is scanned as follows:

九(t)-Ao+bcos(cobt),　　　　( 1 )

where Ao is the central wavelength. The intensity of the light source is also changed, and it is denoted by M(t).

The light is divided into an object light and a reference light by a beam splitter (BS). The reference light is

sinusoidally phase modulated with a vibrating mirror M whose movement is a wave form ofacos(coct+6).

The object is a silicon nitride nIm coated on a chrome film as shown in Fig. 2, and the refractive index of air,

silicon nitride, and chrome are denoted by ni, n2 and n3, respectively. The film has two surfaces A and B, and

multiple-reflection light from the two surfaces is defined by U; (i-l, 2, 3, ‥.). The amplitudes of the interference

signals produced by a reference light and the object light U; are denoted by a; (i-l, 2, 3,...)・The values ofa2 and

as are normalized by regarding the value ofai to be unity. The interference signals produced by U4 are neglected

under the assumption of the amplitude of a4ォai. Although lights Uj (i-l, 2, 3) interfere with each other to

produce interference signals, these interference signals can be filtered out through Fourier transform of the

interference signals because the reference light is sinusoidally phase modulated,. The positions of two surfaces A

and B are expressed by OPDs Li and L2. Among the detected interference signals the interference signals

produced by interference between Uj (i-l, 2, 3) and the reference light are expressed as
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S(t)- M(t)∑a. cos【Zccos(coct+0)+Zbi cos(cobt)+αi一 (i-l, 2, 3)　　(2)
l

where

Zc-47ia/X。, Zb;-2;rbLi/V　αi-27iLi/X。, (i-l,2)

Zb3-Zbl+2(Zb2-Zbl), α3=α i+2(α2-ai)+7t.　　　　(3)

Putting Oi-ZbiCOS(CObt)+αi, the interference signal S(t) is rewritten as

S(t)=M(t)Acos【Zccos(coct+0)+◎(t)] ,　　　　(4)

where,

Aexp押(t)]-∑ajexpOcDj) (i-l,2,3)　　(5)
l

The intensity modulation M(t) is obtained by detecting the intensity of the reference light. The Fourier transform

ofS(t)/M(t) is denoted by F(co). If the following conditions are satisfied,

3【AsinO(t)]-O,　【AcosO(t)]-O,　Co > Cor/　　　　(6)

where 3[y] is the Fourier transformation ofy. The斤equency components ofF(co) in the regions ofcoc/2 < co <

30)c/2 and 3coc/2 < co < 5coc/2 are designated by Fi(co) and F2(co), respectively. Then we have

FI(ゥー(oc)--J ,(Zc)expOe)3【Asin<D(t)】,

F2((0-2(oc)=-J2(Zc)expG2e)3 [AcosO(t)】　　　　(7)

where Jn(Zc) is the nth-order Bessel function. The values of Zc and 0 are measured by sinusoidal

phase-modulation interferometry beforehand. Taking the inverse Fourier transform of -Fi(a>-の。)/J ,(Zc)expGe)

and -F2(c0-2coc)/J2(Zc)exp(j20), we obtain

As(t)=AsinO(t)-∑ajSin【Zbicos(cobt)+αi一 ,

Ac(t)=AcoscD(t)-∑ajcos【Zbicos(o)bt)+α　　　0- 1. 2. 3)　　　　(8)

When the absolute value of Zb¥ increases, the frequency distributions of F|(co) and F2(co) have a wider band

around coc and 2coc, respectively, due to the terms ofZbicos(cobt). Since the conditions given by Eq. (6) must be

satisfied, maximum detectable value of |Zbj| depends on the ratio of the (oj(ob. In contrast, when the absolute

value ofZbi decrease, the magnitude of the spectra in Fi(co) and F2(co) becomes so small that they can not be

distinguished from noise. Therefore the absolute value ofZbj must be between 1 rad and 12 rad at (oc-32cob.

The detected values of As(tm) and Ac(t,一、) are obtained from the detected interference signals at intervals of At,

where tm=mAt and m is an integer. Using the detected values of As(tn,), Ac(tm), and known values ofKj-aj/ai (i-2,

3), we define an error function

H-∑‡【Å (tJ-As(tm)]-+[Åc(0-Ac(tm)]-}.　　(9)
m

where As(t-) and A。(t ) are the estimated signals which contain unknowns ofa]5 Zbi, and αi (i-l, 2). The

values ofunknowns ofaj, Zbj, and αi are searched to minimize H by multidimensional nonlinear least-squares

algorithm.

We obtain values ofLj from the values ofZbi that is denoted by Lzj, and also obtain other values ofLj from

the values ofαi that is denoted by Laj. Since the measurement range ofαi-27TLai/Xq is limited -n to tc, a value of

Laj is limited to the range from -Xo/2 to大o/2. 0n the other hand, a value ofZbj-27tbLzj/Xq provides a rough value

Lzj ofLj. To combine Lz¥ and Lai, the following equation is used:

mci-(Lzi-Lai)/u　　　　　( 1 0)
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If the measurement error eLzi in Ld is smaller than柑2, a fringe order m; is obtained by rounding offmci. The
suffixes ofi-l and 2 in the Ld'Lci, mcj, and nij correspond to surface A and B, respectively. Then an OPD Lj

longer than a wavelength is given by

Li=miXo+Lai.　　　　(1 1 )

Since the measurement accuracy of Lai is a few nanometers, an OPD over severa一 ten micrometers can be

measured with a high accuracy.

The positions Pi and P2 ofthe斤ont and rear surfaces, respectively, are obtained斤om the estimated values as

follows:

Pi=(m i九o+Lai)/2,　P5-P.+【mXo+(L。2-Lai)]/2n2,　　　( 1 2)

where lll=1112-111!. The thickness d is given by P2-PトThus we can measure the thickness and the two surface

profiles of the thin fim.

3. ADJUSTMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS WITH A LINEAR WAVELENGTH-SCANNING

The values ofa2 and a3 were determined by using a linear wavelength-scanning since their exact values were not

known. When the linear wavelength-scanning width and an OPD is B九and L, respectively, the condition for the

interference signal to have one cycle in the period of the wavelength-scanning is given approximately by

B;=Xq-凡In this case the Fourier transform of the interference signal has one斤equency component. The optical

path length corresponding to the distance of2d in Fig.2 is denoted LabサSince d-470トim and ri2=1.9, Lab=1-8

|im. For A。-660 nm and L-Lab-1-8 uni, B>=Xo /L-250nm. An interference signal generated斤om the object

lights Uj (i-l, 2, 3) without the reference light was detected by blocking the reference light. The linear

wavelength-scanning width was adjusted so that the Fourier transform of the interference signal had larger

amplitude at a frequency offt. From this adjustment B^=232nm was obtained

Next the position of the reference mirror was adjusted so that the OPD L| became zero by observing the

inter免rence signal. At L|-0 the amplitude of the interference signal becomes the smallest. ・After that the position

of the reference mirror was moved by 4Lab/2-3.6トim and the Fourier transform of the interference signal was

obtained. The position of the reference mirror was adjusted so that the Fourier transform of the interference

signal had smaller amplitude at the frequency of 3fb. The obtained amplitude of the Fourier transform is shown

in Fig.3. Since the amplitudes of the斤equencies 4fb, 5fb, and 6fb correspond to the amplitudes of Ui, U2, and U3,

respectively, the values of Kj=ai/ai (i=2, 3) were determined to be 1.6 and 0.2, respectively, from the results of

Fig.3. At the same time the initial values ofZbi and Zb2 were determined to be 3 rad and 6 rad, respectively,斤om

the position of the reference mirror and the rough value ofd at ^0-660 nm and b-105 nm with Eq.(3).
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Fig. 3　Fourier transform of the interference

signal by linear wavelength-scanning.
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4. EXPERIMENTS

While searching for the real values of the unkno、vns, the existences of numerous local minima was

recognized. The conditions of the initial values Were examined by computer simulations. The initial values move

to the real values almost certainly lvhen differences between the initial values and the real values are within the

fo‖owing values: about 2rad for Zbi and Zb2, about 1.5rad for ct| and α2, and about 50% accuracy for aj.

However if one of these condition for the differences is not satisfied, the initial values do not always reach the

global minimum. Good initial values are required to reach the global minimum in a short time. The initial values

ofZbi and Zb2 obtained in the above section satisfy the above difference less than 2rad. On the other hand the

initial values of叫and α2 can not be determined from the detected signals. Therefore the initial value ofai is

given at interva一s of 1.0 rad in the range from -n to n rad for the initial value ofα2-0. When a global minimum

can not be obtained, the initial value ofα2 is changed by 1.0 rad and the search is repeated again. Considering all

combinations ofα and α2, the search becomes successful at most aRer 36 repetitions. The values estimated first

at one measurnlg point are used as the initial values of the adjacent measuring points, because the difference in

real values of比 and α　between the adjacent measuring points is within nil to detect the interference signal

with a sufficient amplitude.

We constructed the interferometer shown in Fig. 1. The central wavelength Xo and the wavelength-scanning

width 2b were 660.2 nm and 210 nm, respective一y. The scanning什equency of(」>¥J2ti was 16.3 Hz and the phase

modulating frequency of g)c/2ti was 32((ob/27i)=521.6 Hz. A two-dimensional CCD image sensor was used to

detect the interference signals. Lenses L4 and L5 formed an image of the object on the CCD image sensor with

magnification of l!3. Number of the measuring point was 60 × 30 in a region of3.6 mmxl.8 mm on the object

surfaces along the x and y axes, respectively. Positions of the pixels of the CCD image sensor are denoted by Ix

and Iy, respectively. Intervals of the measurii一g points were Ax=30ドm and Ay=30 (im.

First, values of unknowns Zbi, Zb2,叫and α2 were estimated at a measuring point of Ix-land Iy-l by

minimizing the error function given by Eq. (9). The results are shown at Table 1, where the four cases of

dif沌rent initial values (IV) are presented. Exact estimated values (EV) are obtained at Case 1 and 3. Figure 4

shows the estimated signal and the detected signal at Casel.The estimated values at a measuring point were used

as initia一 values of the adjacent measuring points. By combining Lziand Laj with Eq. (10), the values ofmci and

mc2 for the front and rear surface, respectively, were obtained as shown in Fig.5. Since the front and rear surface

changed smoothly, it was clear that fringe order mi and m2 were constant values. It was decided that fringe order

mi and m2 were 6 and 9, respectively, from Fig.5. Figure 6 shows the positions Pi and P2 0f the front and rear

surface calculated with Eq. (12). Figure 7 shows the thickness distribution ca一culated from P2-Pl. It was made

clear by repeating the measurement three times that the measurement repeatability was less than 4 nm.

Table 1 Estimated values (EV) and initial values (IV)

at one measuring point.

Case Zbi(rod)　Zb;(rad)　α (rad)　α:(rad)　H

IV 1.0　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-1　　　　　42

EV 0.9⊥　　　3.21　　　6.33　　　-1.29　　　1.72

IV 1.0

EV 0.46　　　4.50　　　　7.15　　　　3.14　　　1.65

IV 1.0

EV 0.94　　　3.21　　　6.33　　　-1.29　　　1.72

IV 1.0

EV 0.2　　　　4.5　　　　　8.0　　　　　3.14　　　-3.14
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Fig.4 (a) Estimated signal会and (b) detected signal As

Fig.5　Measured results of(a) mci and (b) mc2

Fig.6　Measured results of(a) P| and (b) P2.
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5. CONCLUSION

The halogen lamp and the acoust0-optic tunable filter (AOTF) were used to obtain a large wavelength-scanning

width. The linear wavelength-scanning with the scanning width of 230 nm was utilized to deteナmine the

amplitudes of the three different interference signals produced from multiple-reflection lights by the斤ont and

rear surfaces. The values of the phase modulation Zbi produced by the sinusoidal wavelength-scanning with the

scanning width of 210 nm and the constant phase α (i=l,2) were estimated by minimizing the difference

between the detected signals and theoretical ones. From the estimated values, the positions of the front and rear

surfaces of the thin film with a thickness of about 460 nm were measured lvith an error less than 4 nm.
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